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On the control of incompletely described sequential machines 

JACOB HAMMERt 

This paper deals with the control of a sequential machine whose model is not 
precisely known. The objective is to design a controller that assigns to the machine a 
prescribed steady-state behaviour. The results include necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of a controller, as well as algorithms for its design. This 
work is motivated by potential applications in biology and in the correction of 
malfunctioning computer systems. 

1. Introduction 

Often in applications there arises a need to control a sequential machine whose 
model is not completely known. The lack of knowledge about the model may originate 
either from a genuine lack of data about the exact characteristics of the machine, or 
from the desire to control an entire class of somewhat differing machines by a single 
controller design. Examples of applications where both situations are eminently 
relevant include sequential machines that model processes in molecular biology; and 
sequential machines that model malfunctioning complex computer systems. The 
present discussion is mainly motivated by potential applications in molecular biology 
(see Hammer 1993 and the references cited there for more details), but the 
mathematical formalism applies equally well to other areas. 

Consider a sequential machine E whose model is only partly known. The main 
subject of the present paper is the development of controllers that automatically steer 
E toward a prescribed steady-state course, despite the uncertainty about the model of 
E. 

The information available about the machine Eis given in the form of a family M 
of potential models; the real model of Eis one of the members of M. Clearly, the larger 
the class M, the larger is the uncertainty about the exact characteristics of E. The class 
M may represent a true uncertainty about the exact model of E; Alternatively, it may 
contain a class of sequential machines all of whose members need to be controlled by 
a single controller design. The two interpretations lead to identical mathematical 
formulations. 

An important concern is to reduce the amount of data that needs to be collected 
about the sequential machine E. The data about E can be divided into two broad 
categories: a priori data, which determine the class M of potential models of E, and are 
collected prior to the initiation of the control process; and real-time data, which 
consist of data the controller requires during its operation in feedback form, and are 
collected by the controller during its operation. 

It is particularly important to reduce the real-time data requirements, so as to 
avoid complex measurements in real time. This is especially critical for applications in 
molecular biology, where one must strive to reduce the number of chemical tests 
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required in real time. Furthermore, one must entirely avoid lengthy chemical tests that 
cannot be completed within the time allotted to one controller step. There is, of course, 
an interplay between the a priori data given about E and the amount of real-time data 
that need to be collected. Generally speaking, a smaller class M (i.e. more accurate a 
priori data) reduces the requirements for real-time data. 

In more specific terms, consider a sequential machine E that can be described by 
a recursive model of the form 

ak+I = </J(ak, uk), 

Yk = h0 (ak,uk), k = 0, 1,2, ... (1.1) 

Here, <p and h
0 

are functions; a k is the state of the machine at the step k; uk is the input 
value at that step, and yk is the output value. The initial condition a0 is given. The class 
M of potential models of I: consists then simply of a family {<pi, hi0 , awh- i. 2 , ... of 
possible functions and initial conditions. 

The output value yk of I: signifies the' outcome' of the machine's operation, and 
is not necessarily available to the controller for feedback use. The real-time data 
needed by the controller is created through a monitoring function hm that generates a 
monitoring sequence µk given by 

(1.2) 

The function hm indicates measurements that need to be performed in real-time to 
generate a feedback signal for the controller. It is designed together with the controller, 
so as to create all the feedback data necessary for the closed loop 

y -u - -... i: µ 

_..... 
C -

(1.3) 

Here, the controller C uses feedback information derived from the monitoring 
sequenceµ to generate an input sequence u that steers I: toward a prescribed steady
state course. The controller C automatically generates the input sequence that steers 
E to the desired course, and there is no need for an external reference signal for the 
loop. Such a controller C is called an autonomous controller. 

The monitoring function hm indicates the real-time data that need to be collected 
about E. It is of great importance to design hm so as to reduce the complexity 
measurements done in real time. This is particularly critical for applications in 
molecular biology, where the real-time detection of certain compounds may be 
impractical, if not impossible. The nature of the monitoring function hm determines, 
to a large extent, whether a given design is practical or not. 

In general, it is not possible to characterize mathematically a monitoring function 
that calls for a 'minimal' measurement complexity. The issues involved in determining 
whether a particular measurement is complex or not are, in many cases, rather 
qualitative. Consider, for instance, the case of molecular biology. Here, the presence 
of certain compounds may be relatively easy to determine, whereas the presence of 
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other compounds may be difficult, or even impractical, to establish. The difficulty of 
establishing the presence of a compound depends not only on the compound itself, but 
also on the presence or absence of other compounds within the monitored medium. 
The complexity of obtaining the real time data is not necessarily determined by the 
number of measurements that are required, but rather by the nature of each individual 
measurement. 

In view of these considerations, it seems preferable to characterize all possible pairs 
(hm, C) of monitoring functions and controllers that facilitate the achievement of the 
control objective. The designer can then select the most convenient pair. In many 
cases, the most important aspect is the selection of the monitoring function hm, since, 
to a large extent, it determines the complexity of implementation. In our framework, 
hm can be selected prior to the selection of the controller C, which is selected later based 
on the choice of hm (see §4.2). Of course, all this is under the assumption that the 
control objective is achievable, and an appropriate pair (hm, C) exists. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the latter are provided in §3 and 4 of the paper, together with 
the relevant construction algorithms. 

The controllers derived in the paper comprise all possible controllers, and include 
controllers that exhibit' adaptive' or' learning' characteristics. The approach taken in 
the paper treats all possible controllers uniformly and under the same framework. 

Finally, we comment that the present paper deals with deterministic control. We 
do not assign probabilities to the various potential models of the sequential machine 
E, and the controller is required to steer the system to the desired goal in all cases. 

The basic formalism used in the paper is taken from Hammer (1993). The relevance 
of sequential machine models to various biological phenomena is considered by 
Rashevsky (1948), Sugita (1963), von Neumann (1966), Lindenmayer (1968), 
Kauffman (1969), Rosenberg and Salomaa (1975), IEEE (1974), Alberts et al. (1989), 
the reference listed in these works, and many others. Background on topics related to 
automata theory and discrete-event systems can be gained from Ginsburg (1962, 
1966), Eilenberg (1974), Hoare (1976), Milner (1980), Arnold and Nivat (1980), 
Ramadge and Wonham (1987), the references cited in these works, and many other 
excellent sources. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a review and refinement of 
those parts of the framework developed by Hammer (1993) that are relevant to the 
present discussion. Section 3 contains necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of monitoring function-controller pairs that steer a machine E having a 
family M of potential models toward a prescribed goal. The paper concludes with §4, 
which contains search-based algorithms for the selection of monitoring function
controller combinations that achieve the control objective for E. 

2. Basic notions and properties 

2.1. Interpreters and controllers 

Let A be a non-empty alphabet, and let A* be the set of all words over A. A sentence 
over A is any (possibly empty) collection of words from A*. Not all words in a sentence 
must be distinct; multiple copies of words are allowed. The set of all sentences over the 
alphabet A is denoted by SA. The cardinality #sofa sentences ES A is the total number 
of words in s, counting each word according to its multiplicity. Multiple copies of 
a word in a sentence are needed for potential applications in molecular biology 
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(see Hammer, 1993 for a discussion of this point). When combining two sentences 
s1, s2 ES A into a union, all copies of similar w~rds need to be preserved. This is 
accomplished by the use of the disjoint union s1 LJs2 , which includes all copies of all 
words contained in s1 or in s2 . 

Let S(S A) be the set of all sequences of sentences s0 , s1, s2, ••• , where si ES A for all 
integers i ~ 0. For a sequence sE S(SA), we denote by si the ith element of the sequence, 
i = 0, l, .... The index i serves here as a step counter; a step may or may not be linked 
to a specific time duration. It is convenient to use the notations{ for the list of sentences 
si'.si+l' ... , si when}~ i; when}< i, we defines{:= 0, the empty set. The disjoint union 
sLJ u of. two sequences of sentences s, u E S(S A) is a sequence v E S(S A) given by 
vk := skLJuk, k = 0, l, 2, .... 

The paper deals with the control of interpreters, which form a class of generalized 
sequential machines, and are defined as follows. Let D c S(S A) be a subset. An 
interpreter is a map E:D--+S(SA) x S(SA); it accepts input sequences uED, and 
generates pairs of output sequences (y,µ)ES(SA) x S(SA). The sequence y is called the 
output sequence of E, and µ is called the monitored sequence of E. The output 
sequence y describes the interpreter's end products. The monitored sequence µ 
describes quantities generated by E that are being measured at each step, and are 
available for feedback use in the closed loop control configuration (1.3). We shall 
write y := E

0 
u and µ:=Emu, so that E = (E 0 , Em). For notational brevity, we set 

SSA:= S(SA) X S(SA). 
An interpreter E: D --+ SSA is causal (respectively, strictly casual) if, for every pair 

of input sequences u, v ED and for every integer k ~ 0, the equality u~ = v~ implies that 
(Eu)~ = (Ev)~ (respectively, (Eu)~+i = (Ev)~+1

). Of course, only causal interpreters 
appear in real-time applications. 

In order to control a causal interpreter E:D SSA, we combine it with a 
controller C: Im Em --+ D, using the scheme 

(y,µ) = Eu 

U= Cµ (2.1.1) 

depicted in (1.3). The controller C is called an autonomous controller since it performs 
all necessary control operations on its own, and the closed loop system requires no 
prompting by an external reference signal. We shall denote the input/output map 
induced by the closed loop configuration of (2.1.1) by Ec. The system Ec has no input 
sequence, and is therefore called an autonomous interpreter Ec: 0 --+ SSA. 

The controller C must, of course, be causal. In order to simplify our discussion, we 
shall impose on C the stronger requirement of strict causality. When C is strictly 
causal, the input sequence u of Eis uniquely determined by (2.1.1 ), and the closed loop 
system (1.3) is well posed, as indicated by the following (see Hammer 1993). 

Lemma 2.1.2: Let E: D --+ SSA be a causal interpreter. Then, for every strictly causal 
autonomous controller C: Im Em ---+ D, equation (2.1.1) uniquely determines the input 
sequence u of the interpreter E. 

The requirement that the controller C be strictly causal is imposed for convenience 
only. It can be replaced by plain causality combined with the requirement that u be 
uniquely determined by (2.1.1). However, from an implementation perspective, the 
requirement that C be strictly causal is more comfortable; it creates a one-step delay 
between the procurement of the feedback data and the initiation of its effect on the 
controller output. This allows more time for measurement and processing, a fact that 
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may be critical for some applications in molecular biology. The response of a 
controller that is not strictly causal may need to be adjusted 'instantaneously' at a 
step, based on data collected during that same step. 

As is always the case when dealing with asynchronous processes, the controller C 
needs to be synchronized with the interpreter I it controls, so that the outputs of C 
appear at the corresponding steps of I. This is mainly an implementation issue, and 
is not elaborated upon in the present discussion. 

2.2. Recursive models of interpreters 

The interpreters we consider are described by recursive models of the following 
form (Hammer 1993) 

(sk+1, Xk+1) = f[(sk lJ uk), xk] I 
Yk = ho(sklJ uk), 

µk = hm(sk lJ uk), k = 0, l, 2, ... 

(2.2.1) 

Here, f:SAxX-+SAxX:(s,x)f-+(fs(s,x),fx(s,x)) is called the recursion function, 
h0 : SA-+ SA is the output function, and hm: SA-+ L1 is the monitoring function. The 
sets X and L1 are finite and non-empty. The recursion is started from a given initial 
condition a 0 := (s0 , x0)E SA x X, and induces an interpreter E:D-+ SSA. An interpreter 
E: D-+ SSA that permits a representation of the form (2.2.1) is called a recursive 
interpreter. 

In our present framework, the monitoring function hm is not given; it is designed 
together and in harmony with the controller, to supply the feedback data needed for 
the controller's operation. Hence, we shall regard E as a map I: D-+ S(S A), and the 
monitoring function will be supplied in the design process. The set L1 is a set within 
which the measurement results produced by the monitoring function hm are 
interpreted; an element of L1 indicates a (code of a) possible outcome of a measurement. 

The set X consists of the states of the interpreter I, and the pair (sk, xk) constitutes 
the status of the interpreter Eat the step k. The sequence s0, s1 , .•• is called the internal 
sequence of the interpreter, and the sequence slJ.u is called the medium sequence of I; 
the medium value at the step k is then simply skLJuk. The intuitive motivation for this 
terminology originates from potential applications in molecular biology, and is 
discussed in detail by Hammer (1993). We shall denote by Il

8
:SA xX-+SA:(s,x)f-+s 

the standard projection onto the internal value. 
A set of sequences D c S(S A) is a uniform set if there is a set of sentences 

V(D) c SA such that D is the set of all sequences of elements of V(D). When the latter 
holds, we call V(D) the value set of D (see Hammer 1993 for details). 

2.3. Families of interpreters 

Our present discussion is concerned with the case where an accurate description of 
the recursive interpreter E, which needs to be controlled, is not available. Instead, we 
are given a family M = {(fi,/1 10 , a 10), (! 2 , h20 , a 20 ), ••• , (fq, hq

0
, aq0)} of potential models 

of the interpreter I, each one with its own initial condition. Here,! 1, ... ,fri are potential 
recursion functions; h10 , ••• , hq0 are potential output functions; and a 10 , ••. , a qo are 
potential initial conditions. Without loss of generality, we assume that the functions 
f1 , •.• ,fq all share a common domain and a common codomain, and similarly for the 
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functions h10, ... , hqo· The monitoring function for I: is to be computed as part of the 
controller design. Of course, the set M may include several copies of the same 
recursion function and output function pairs, with each pair having its own distinct 
initial status. In other words, we do not require exact knowledge of the initial status 
of any potential model of£. 

In each case, only one of the potential models of I: is present; we refer to this model 
of I: as the active model. The identity of the active model is not known in advance, 
except for the information that it is a member of the family M. The controller has to 
be designed so as to be capable of dealing with the indeterminacy about the active 
model, whenever possible. Designing such controllers is, in brief, the main subject of 
the paper. 

2.4. Tail sets 

Let M be a family of potential models of the interpreter I:. Our objective is to 
develop techniques for the design of autonomous controllers that assign a prescribed 
steady-state response to £, despite the indeterminacy about its model. To state this 
objective in more precise terms, we need some terminology and notation. We start with 
a discussion of what constitutes a 'steady-state response'. 

Let k~O be an integer, and let s:={sk,sk+1,sk+2, ••• }, where siESA,i?:-k, be a 
sequence of sentences. A tail of the sequences is any subsequence {sj, sH1, •.. }, where 
j ~ k is an integer. A tail set is a set that consists of tails of sequences. A tail set is 
complete if it contains all the tails of each one of its elements. For example, the 
complete tail set T(s) of a sequence sES(SA) is given by 

T(s) := uk~Os~ 

For a set of sequences Sc S(SA), we denote by 

T(S) := UsES LJk~oS~ 

the complete tail set induced by the set S. For the autonomous interpreter 
J;c: 0--+ S(SA) that describes the configuration (1.3), we denote by T(l:c) the complete 
tail set of its (single) output sequence. 

Given two tail sets 'Fi_ and J;, we define the intersection 'Fi_ n 7; as the set of all 
sequences z := z0, z1 , ... that satisfy the following property: there is a pair of integers t, 
r ~ 0 such that the sequence vt := z0, vt+1 := z1, vt+2 := z2, ••• belongs to 'Fi_, and the 
sequence w, := z0, w,+1 := z1, w,+2 := z2, ••• belongs to J;. In other words, shifted versions 
of the sequence z are found in 'Fi_ and in J;. 

Finally, given a list of elements 01, ... , (}r ES A, we denote by B~· = (01, ••• , Or)* the 
periodic sequence 01, ... , (}r, 01, ... , (}r, ... , 01, ... , (}r, .... The list 01, ... , (}r then becomes a 
cycle of the periodic sequence(}~·. By T((}~·) we denote the complete tail set generated 
by all (cyclic permutation) sequences (01, ... , Or)*, (02, ... , Or, 01)*, ... , (Or, 01, ... , (}r_1)*. 
A periodic tail set is a union of a finite number of complete tail sets of periodic 
sequences. 

2.5. Statement of the problem 

Consider again the interpreter I: having the family 

M = {(/1, h10, (Jlo), · · ·, (/q, hqo, (Jqo)} 
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of potential models. With each potential model of L, we associate a periodic tail set 
r;, i = I, ... , q, that describes the prescribed steady-state behaviour of L, in case 
model number i is the active model. We shall refer to I; as the target tail set of the 
potential model i. It will be convenient to denote by 

T := Ti X 7; X ... X ~ 

the cross product of all target sets, and to refer to it as the target tail set of the 
interpreter L. 

Recall that, at the outset, a monitoring function is not provided for the interpreter 
E. The monitoring function is to be determined as part of the design process, in 
conjunction with a controller. All potential models of L share one and the same 
monitoring function hm, referred to as the 'monitoring function of L'. For each 
potential model of L, we shall denote by Li the interpreter generated by the model 
(f;, hi0 , ai0 ). The main question discussed in this paper can then be phrased as follows. 

2.5.I. Autonomous control of the interpreter L having the family M of potential models. 
Find a monitoring function hm and a strictly causal autonomous controller C such that 
the closed loop system Lie satisfies T(Li) n I; =I= 0 for all i = I, ... , q. 

In this way, the control objective is achieved without regard as to which potential 
model of Lis active. If a monitoring function hm and controller C satisfying the above 
exist, we say that C steers L to the target tail set T. 

As discussed by Hammer (1993) the fact that the tail sets 7;_, ... , Tq consist of a finite 
number of periodic sequences guarantees that the controller C, whenever it exists, is 
finite dimensional (and hence implementable). 

Finally, we comment that due to the strict causality of the controller C, the output 
value generated by C for step number zero must be the same for all potential models 
of L, and cannot depend on the monitored sequence. 

2.5.2. Basic assumption. In this paper, we consider only recursive interpreters 
L:D--+S(SA) that satisfy the following requirements: (i) the domain Dis a uniform 
set with a finite value set; (ii) all potential recursion functions of L have a finite image; 
and (iii) the target tail set of L consists of a finite number of periodic sequences. 
Interpreters that satisfy these conditions are called bounded interpreters. 

3. The existence of monitoring functions and controllers 

In the present section we derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 
of monitoring function-controller combinations that steer a recursive bounded 
interpreter L to a prescribed target tail set. The interpreter L has a family M of 
potential models. We start with a few preliminary issues. 

3.1. Target sets in status space 

Let M = {(/ 1 , h10 , a 10 ), ••. , (fq, hq0 , aq0)} be the family of potential models of the 
bounded interpreter L: D--+ S(S A). Recall that with each potential model u;, hi0 , aw), 
there is associated a periodic target tail set r;, i = I, ... , q. We now translate the 
information contained in the target tail sets 7;_, ... , ~ into quantities in status space. 
For this purpose it will be convenient to regard the functions h and hi0 as functions 
over the domain SA x V(D) x X (rather than SA x X or SA only), and we shall write 
J;(sk, xk, uk) rather than.J;[(sk LJuk, xk], and hioCsk, uk, xk) rather than hioCsk lJ uJ. 
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We have then hi0 : SA x V(D) x X-+ SA, and we denote by P(SA) the set of all 
subsets of SA. Let h-::01

: P(S A)-+ SA x V(D) x X be the inverse-set function induced by 
the output function hio; i.e. for every subset B c SA' the set h-::01(B) consists of all points 
a = (s, u, x) ES A x V(D) x X for which hio a = hi0 (s L.J u) EB. Given a set of lists 
Sc (SA)k, where k is a positive integer, we denote by h;01(S) the set of all lists 
(b1, ... , bk) E (SA x V(D) x Xl for which (hi0 (b1), ••. , hi0 (bk)) ES. 

We now construct the sets of sequences 

(3.1.1) 

The set Bi is called the internal target set of the model u;, hiO' O"w), and its members are 
sequences of elements of SA x V(D) x X. Note that even though T; consists of periodic 
sequences only, the internal target set Bi will contain non-periodic sequences (in 
addition to periodic ones) whenever the output function hio is not injective. 

Let Jiu: SA x V(D) x X-+ V(D): (s, u, x) f-+ u be the standard projection onto the 
input value. For a sequence()= (sk, uk, xk), (sk+l' uk+l' xk+1), •.. , we denote by Jiu() the 
sequence uk, uk+l' .... 

Given two internal target sets Bi and Bj, we denote by (Bi, Bj)u the set of all pairs 
of sequences (B1 , B2) E Bi x Bi for which Jiu B1 = Jiu B2 . In other words, (Bi, Bi)u 
consists of all pairs of internal target sequences having the same input sequence. An 
element (B1, B2) E (Bi x Bi\ is periodic if B1 and ()2 are periodic sequences. The fact that 
the target tail sets T;_, ... , ~ consist of periodic sequences leads to the following. 

Lemma 3.1.1: The set (Bi, Bi)u contains a periodic element whenever it is not empty 

Proof: Assume that (Bi, Bj)u is not empty, and let W, ()j) be an element of (Bi, Bj)u. 
Then, Bi and Bi must start at the same step, say k; and BiEh:/[T;] and BiEhi0

1[J;], or 
hi0 (Bi) ET; and hio(Bi) E J;. Since T; and 7; consist of periodic sequences, it follows that 
hio(Bi) and hioCBi) are periodic sequences. Let m, n be the periods of the sequences hioCBi) 
and hi0 (Bi), respectively, and let t ~ 0 be a least common multiple of m and n. Then, 
clearly, hioC(BJZ+t- 1)*) = hio(Bi) and hjo((Bj]z+t- l)*) = hjo(()j), and the membership 
(BjA)E(Bi,Bj)u implies that also ((Bi]~- 1)*,(Bj]~-1)*)E(Bi,Bj)u. Thus, (Bi,Bj)u 
contains the periodic element ((BJ~- 1)*, (Bi]~- 1)*), and the proof concludes. D 

In general, given r internal target sets BH1>, ... , Bi(r>' rE{l, ... , q}, we denote by 
(Bi(l)'"''Bi(r))u the set of all lists of sequences (B1, ... ,Br)EBi(l) X ... X Bi(r) for which 
Jiu B1 = Jiu B2 = .. · = Jiu Br, i.e. the set ofall r-tuples of sequences that share a common 
input sequence; for r = l, set (Bi(l>)u := Bi(l>· We call (Bil), ... , Bi(r>)u the joint target 
tail of the class C := {(.J;(l), hi(l)O' O"i(l)O), ... '(h(r)' hi(r)o' O"i(r)o)} of potential models, 
and denote it by Bu(c). 

As before, an element (B1, ... ,Br)E(Bi(l>''"'Bi(r>)u is periodic if the sequences 
() 1, ... , ()rare all periodic. The proof of Lemma 3.1.1 can be readily adapted to yield the 
following. 

Corollary 3.1.1: The set ( B i(l>' ... , Bi<r>)u contains a periodic element whenever it is not 
empty. 

Consider again the family M = { (! 1, h10 , a 10), ... , (fq, hq0 , a qo)} of potential models 
of the bounded interpreter E. For an integer rE{l, ... , q}, we denote by Nr the class of 

all subsets {(h(l)' hi(l)O' O"i(l)O), ... '(h(r)' hi(r)o' O"i(r)o)} CM of r models for which (Bi(l)' ... ' 
Bi(r)\ =1= 0. We set NT :=0 if (Bi(l)' ... , Bi(r))u = 0. In intuitive terms, each element of 
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Nr consists of r models that share a common input sequence along certain paths within 
their internal target sets. 

A subset of models w E Nr is maximal if there is no member w' E Ni with j > r for 
which w c w', i.e. if there is no other model that shares a common input sequence with 
all the models contained in w. Let Mr be the class of all maximal elements of Nr, r = 
1, ... , q, and set Mr:= 0 if Nr contains no maximal elements. Finally, define the target 
compatibility class ..i of M by 

..i:=LJ. i M. i- , ... ,q i 

Let </J = { (h<I>' hi<i>o, CTi<I>o), ... , (hw hi<r>o' ai<r>o)} E ..i be a family of models, and 
consider an element():= (B1, ... 'Br) E cei(l)" ... 'ei(r))u. Note that each ()i, i = 1, ... 'r, is 
a sequence Bi = (sii), xii), uii)), (sk+I(i), xk+I(i), uk+l(i)), (sk+2(i), xk+2(i), uk+ii)), ... 
that starts at a step k ~ 0, the latter being common to all Bi, i = 1, ... , r. Let 

(s(Bi), x(Bi), u(B)) := (sii), xii), uii)) 

be the first element of the sequence Bi, where we used the fact that 

(B1, ... , ()r) E(ei(l)' ... , ei(r))u 

implies that u(B1) = u(B2) = · · · = u(Br) := u(B). Now, construct the set of vectors 

T(</J) := Uoe(ei<l)•····et<r>>u (s(B1), x(B1), s(B2), x(B2), ... , s(Br), x(Br), u(B)) (3.1.2) 

and set T(B) := 0 for </J rt ..i. The set T(</J) is called the point target set of the family¢, 
and it is a subset of (SA x XY x V(D). It consists of the first elements of all sequences 
in (ei<I>' ... , ei<r>)u. The significance of the point target set T(</J) stems from the fact that 
once the members of the family </J are brought to a point belonging to T(</J), they can 
all be kept within their respective target sets by applying the same common input 
sequence. The point target set T(</J) serves the important function of 'translating' a 
target set of tail sequences into a target set of points. Reaching a point within the point 
target set T(</J) then becomes the basic control objective, if it has been determined that 
the active model of I: is a member of the family </J (and T(</J) =I= 0). 

3.2. Jointly reachable andjointly controllable sets 

Jointly reachable sets, defined below, play a critical role in our discussion. These 
sets describe the points in status space that can be reached by the family M of potential 
models of I:, when all are driven by a common input sequence. The definition is 
through a recursive procedure. 

Let then M = {(/ 1, hw a 10 ), ••• , (/q, hq0 , aq0)} be the family of potential models of the 
bounded interpreter I:. Denote by a 0 := (a 10 , ••• , aq0) the initial status vector of the 
family M. For a point p :=(Pi, ... , pq, u) E (SA x X)q x V(D), let (/ 1 , ... ,/q) p be the point 
(fi(p 1,u), ... ,fri(pq,u))E(SA xX)q, i.e. the result of applying the recursion function 
vector to the point p. 

Now, let wE(SA x X)q be a fixed point. We construct recursively a sequence of 
subsets R 0(M, w), R 1(M, w), ... of the space (SA x X)q x V(D) as follows. 

(i) Ro(M, w) := w x V(D), i.e. the set of all vectors of the form (w, u), u E V(D). 

(ii) Assume that R/M, w) has been constructed for some integer j ~ 0. The set 
Ri+l(M, w) is then given by 

Rj+l(M, w) := {UpER/M,w) U1, ... ,fq) p} X V(D) (3.2.1) 
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(iii) The jointly reachable set R(M, w) of the family Mat the point w is defined by 

R(M,w) := LJn~oR/M,w) (3.2.2) 

As the name indicates, the jointly reachable set R(M, w) consists of all points in the 
set (SA x X)q x V(D) that can be reached by applying common input sequences to all 
potential models of E, starting from the status vector w. When w is the initial status 
vector cr0 of the family M, we simply write R(M) := R(M, er), and refer to R(M) as the 
jointly reachable set of the family M. It consists of all points that can be reached from 
the initial status by applying identical input sequences to all potential models of E. 

Given a subfamily ¢ = {(h<1>' hi<I>o' cri<I>o), ... , (h<r>' hi<r>o' cri<r>o)} c M of potential 
models of E, we define the standard projection 

II~: (SAX X)q X V(D)---')> (SAX X)': (Pi,P 2, ... ,pq, u) f-+ (pi(l)'Pi(2)' · · · ,Pi(r>) 

where r = #¢. 
Once the jointly reachable set R(M, w) has been computed for the family M at a 

point w, we can directly obtain from it the jointly reachable set R(¢, w) for any 
subfamily ¢ c M at the point w through the projection 

R(rp,w) = [II~R(M,w)] x V(D) 

We set R(¢) := [II~ R(M)] x V(D), i.e. the jointly reachable set of the subfamily¢ from 
the initial status. 

We discuss now some elementary aspects of the control problem for a bounded 
interpreter E having the family M of potential models. Clearly, the simplest control 
law would be to apply a single pre-determined input sequence, without taking any real
time measurements of the response. A controller that operates on this principle is 
called an open loop controller. 

Open loop controllers are rather limited in their applicability, since, when the 
family M of potential models of Eis relatively large, it is unlikely that the same input 
sequence would suit all potential models, and drive each one of them to its target tail 
set. Still, the open loop control scheme is not to be ignored, as it has no rivals for 
simplicity. Considering that the jointly reachable set R(M) characterizes the set of all 
points that can be reached by applying a common input sequence to all members of M, 
we obtain the following necessary and sufficient condition for open loop control. 

Proposition 3.2.1: Let E: D---')> S(SA) be a bounded interpreter having the family M of 
potential models, let T(M) be the point target set of M, and let R(M) be the jointly 
reachable set. Then, E can be steered to its target by an open loop controller if and only 
if R(M) n T(M) =I= 0. 

Proof: Recall that M = {(/1, h10 , CT10), ••• , (fq, hq
0

, crq0)}, and let Ei: D ~ S(SA) be the 
interpreter induced by the pair (h, hi0 ) with the initial condition CTw. Recall that I; is the 
target tail set of Ei, i = I, ... , q. Now, open loop control means that there is a sequence 
uED for which T(Ei u) n I; =I= 0 for all i = I, ... , q. By definition of the sets R(M) and 
T(M), the latter is equivalent to the existence of a point r E R(M) that belongs to the 
target set T(M). D 

Whether or not an interpreter E with the family M of potential models is amenable 
to open loop control depends, to some extent, on the size of the family M. When M 
consists of just one single model, i.e. when E is accurately known, open loop control 
is possible in every case in which E can be steered to its target tail set. In other words, 
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when E is known, open loop control is possible whenever control is at all possible. 
However, as the number of models within the family M increases, it becomes less likely 
that an open loop controller will be able to achieve the control objective, since, in 
general, different models require different input sequences to reach their targets. 

In preparation for our discussion of the general control problem, the next two 
statements indicate that the jointly reachable set is computable. 

Lemma 3.2.1: Let E: D--+ S(S A) be a bounded interpreter having the family M of q 
potential models. Then,for every point cvE(SA x X)q, there is an integer k ~ 1 such that 
RiM, CV) C LJ i - 0, ... ,k-1 R/M, CV). 

Proof: By contradiction, assume there is no integer k ~ 1 for which 

RiM, co) c U i=o .... ,k-l R/M, co). 

Then, the jointly reachable set R(M, co)= uj;;?;O RiM, co) must contain an infinite 
number of distinct points. However, since Eis a bounded interpreter, the number of 
points in R(M,cv) cannot exceed (#SA)q(#X)q(#V(D)), a contradiction. Hence, the 
Lemma is valid. D 

Based on Lemma 3 .2.1, the jointly reachable set can be computed as follows. 

Proposition 3.2.2: Let E: D--+ S(S A) be a bounded interpreter having the family M of 
q potential models. Let k ~ 1 be an integer for which 

RiM, co) c Ui-0, ... ,k-1 RlM, co). 

Then, R(M,cv) = ui=O, ... ,k- 1RlM, w). 

Proof: Let k be as described in Proposition 3.2.2. We show by induction that 
RiM, co) c U i-o .... ,k-l RlM, co) for all}~ k. The case}= k follows by the definition of 
k. In preparation for an induction, assume that RnCM, co) c U i-o .... ,k-l R/M, co) for 
some n ~ k, and consider the case j = n + 1. Then, by definition of Rn+1 (M, co), 
we have 

Rn+/M, co)= {LJpeRn<M,w) U1, · · · J1) p} X V(D) 

C {LJpe U ._ _ R (M,w) U1, ·· · ,J;) p} X V(D) 
I D, ... ,k 1 I 

= LJi~1 .... ,kR/M,cv) 

c Ui-0, .. . ,k-1 RlM, co) 

where the step before last follows from the definition of the sets R/M, co), i = 1, ... , k, 
and the last step is implied by the relation RiM,cv)c Ui-o, ... ,k-1R/M,w). This 
concludes our proof. D 

The combination of Lemma 3.2.1 and Proposition 3.2.2 yields the Corollary 3.2.1. 

Corollary 3.2.1: Let E: D--+ S(SA) be a bounded interpreter having the family M of q 
potential models. Then, the jointly reachable set R(M, co) can be computed in a finite 
number of steps,for any point cvE(SA x X)q. 

We induce now a partial order on the jointly reachable set R(M). For two points 
r 1, r 2 E R(M), we say that r 1 is a predecessor of r 2 (written r 1 < r 2) if r 2 E R(M, r 1). In 
other words, if there is an input list that jointly leads the entire family M of potential 
models from the point r1 to the point r2• Equivalently, r2 is a successor of r1 when 
r1 < r2 • Note that a point may simultaneously be a successor and a predecessor of 
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another point, as is the case, for instance, along a periodic sequence. Accordingly, the 
jointly reachable set is not well ordered by this relation. 

Let¢ c M be a subfamily of potential models. The set of all predecessors of a point 
r E R(</J) is denoted by C(</J, r), and is called the jointly controllable set to r of the family 
¢. The jointly controllable set C(</J, r) can be computed through the solution of a system 
of linear algebraic equations, as described by Eilenberg (1974, Chapter 7, §6). 

For a subset Sc (SA x X)*¢ x V(D), we use the notation 

R(</J, S) := LJpeSnR<¢> R(</J,p) 

C(</J, S) := LJpesnR(¢) C(</J,p) 

where C(</J, S) := 0 and R(</J, S) := 0 whenever S n R(</J) = 0. Note that, by 
definition, C(</J, S) c R(</J). In the case S = T(</J), the point target set of the family ¢, 
we call C(</J, T(</J)) the jointly controllable set of the family¢, and denote it by C(</J). 

Some insight into the significance of the jointly controllable set is provided by the 
following statement, which is equivalent to Proposition 3.2.1. 

Proposition 3.2.3: Let .E: D -+ S(S A) be a bounded interpreter having the family M of 
potential models with the initial status vector a0 • Then, .E can be steered to its target tail 
set by an open loop controller if and only if a0 E JIM C(M), where C(M) is the jointly 
controllable set of the family M. 

3.3. Feedback control 

Apart from the limited number of instances where open loop control is possible, a 
feedback controller is required to steer an interpreter with multiple potential models 
to its target. The general form of a feedback controller is depicted in (1.3). Clearly, the 
advantage of a feedback controller originates from the real-time data it collects about 
the interpreter response through the monitoring function hm. The controller can use 
these data in an attempt to identify the active model of the interpreter, and to adjust 
its own characteristics accordingly. In this way, feedback control can handle a broader 
family of potential models, thus reducing the amount of a priori data that needs to be 
collected. 

Let .E:D-+S(SA) be a bounded interpreter, having the family M of potential 
models and the target tail set T. Our next objective is to derive necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of monitoring function-controller combinations that steer 
.E to its target tail set. We start with some terminology related to the partition of sets 
into disjoint subsets. 

Let ¢ c M be a subset of potential models of .E. As usual, a partition p of ¢ is a 
family p = { c1, ... , ck} of disjoint subclasses of¢ whose union is ¢; i.e. ci n ci = 0 for 
all i =t= jE {l, ... , k}; and Ui - i, ... ,k ci = ¢. 

A partition P of a partition p = { c1, ... , ck} of¢ is a set of partitions P = {Pi, ... , pk}, 
where Pi is a partition of the class ci, i = 1, ... , k. The combined partition Pp consists of 
the classes Pp = {{Pi}, {p2}, ••• , {pk}}, which create a partition of¢ into disjoint sets that 
are 'smaller' than those induced by the original partition p. 

Given two partitions p and q of the same set¢, we say that the partition q is.finer 
than the partition p (written p :::;; q) if there is a partition P of the partition p such that 
q = Pp. Equivalently, when p:::;; q, we say that pis coarser than q. 
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Let A, B be two partitions of the same set¢. The meet A I\ B of A and Bis the 
coarsest partition of </J that is finer than A and finer than B. 

A partition chain r!J(<jJ) of </J is simply an ordered list of partitions p 0 ~ Pi ... ~ Pm of 
¢, with Po := </J being the identity partition. 

Let r!J(<jJ) = {p 0 ~Pi~···~ Pm} be a partition chain, and let cEpi be a member of 
the partition Pi- We denote by pi+1(c) the partition of the class c induced by the 
partitionpi+ 1 ; i.e. lettingpi+i = {ci+1,i, ... , ci+1,k}, the partitionpi+ 1(c) consists ofall non-
empty intersections c n ci+l,i'j = I, ... , k. A path of partition chain </J ~Pi~ ... ~ Pm 
of </J is an ordered list { ¢, c1, c2, ••• , cm} of subsets of¢, where ci E Pi ci_1), i = 1, ... , m, 
and c0 :=0. 

Consider next the family M = {(/1, hw a 10 ), ••• , (fq, hq0 , aq0)} of potential models of 
I:. Let c = {(,h(l), hi(l)o' ai(I>o), ... , (h(r>' hi(r>o' ai(r>o)}, I ~ r ~ q, be a subset of M. For a 
pointp = (p 1 , ... ,pq,u)ER(M), we denote 

I'(c) P := LJJ-i .... ,r {(lisPi(i>] lJu} (3.3.1) 

i.e. the set of all medium values corresponding to the members of cat the point p. 
Now, let </Jc M be a subfamily of potential models of I:, let P = {c1, ... , cm} be a 

partition of¢, and let h: SA--+ L1 be a function. Then, we say that h is compatible with 
the partition P of </J at the point p E R(M) if the following holds for all i, j = 1, ... , m 

h[I'(ci) p] n h[I'(c 1) p] = 0 whenever i =t= j (3.3.2) 

i.e. the function h assumes a distinct set of values over each one of the classes 
C1, ... ,Cm. 

The following statement provides a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a controller that steers the bounded interpreter I: to its target tail set. It is 
one of the main results of the present paper, and we shall discuss its intuitive meaning 
immediately. 

Theorem 3.3.1: Let l::D--+S(SA) be a bounded interpreter having the family M of 
potential models, and let T be the target tail set of I:. Denote by T(c) the point target set 
of a subfamily c c M. Then, (i) and (ii) are equivalent. 

(i) There is a strictly causal autonomous controller C and a monitoring function hm: 
SA--+ L1 that steer I: to its target tail set. 

(ii) There is a partition chain r!J(M) = {M ~Pi~···~ Pm} of M, every path {c0, 

c1 , ... , cm} of which satisfies the following. 

(iia) There are points p1 <···<Pm of R(M) and a function h: SA--+ L1 such that h is 
compatible with the partition pici_ 1) at the point Pi, i = 1, ... , m, and 

(iib) T(cm) n JI(cm)R(M,pm) =t= 0 when m ~ 1, or 

(iic) T(M) n JI(M) R(M) =t= 0 when m = 0. 

In qualitative terms, Theorem 3.3.1 indicates that the controller acts through a 
hierarchical identification scheme, using the function h: SA --+ L1 as the monitoring 
function. At each step, the controller attempts to narrow the set of possible models of 
I: by checking the values submitted by the monitoring function through the feedback 
channel. The controller starts by providing I: with an input list that takes the family M 
from the initial condition to the point Pi E R(M). When the point p 1 is reached, 
condition (iia) means that the controller can identify the class c1 EA(M) to which the 
active model must belong. The controller then supplies a continuation of the input list 
that leads from Pi to p2 • At this point, condition (iia) shows that the controller can 
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identify the class c2 Ep2(c1) to which the active model must belong. And so on, up to 
the point Pm at which the class cm c M, to which the active model must belong, is 
identified. In view of (iib), more detailed identification of the active model is not 
necessary, since all members of cm can be kept within their target tail sets by a 
common input sequence. 

An algorithm for the selection of a monitoring function is given in §4.2 below, 
where we characterize the class of all possible monitoring functions. Meanwhile, we 
turn to the proof of Theorem 3.3.1, which depends on the following rather technical 
statement. 

Lemma 3.3.1: Let E:D-+S(SJ be a bounded interpreter having the family 
M = {(f 1 , h10 , a 10 ), •.• , (fq, hq0 , aq0)} of potential models, and let T be the target tail set of 
E. Assume there are a monitoring function hm: SA-+ L1 and a strictly causal controller 
C that steer E to its target. Let u(i) be the input sequence of E generated by the controller 
C when the active model is (h, hio• aiO). For each integer k ~ 0, let Pk be the partition of 
the family M induced by the relation u(i)]~ = u(i')]~, i,i' E {l, ... , q}. Then, the following 
hold. 

(i) The partitions {Pk} satisfy M = P0 ~ P1 ~ P2 ~ · • ·• 

(ii) There is an integer QC ~ 0 beyond which Pk = ~ for all k ~ QC. 

(iii) There is a chain of partitions [!J> = {M ~ Pi ~···~Pr} of Mand an ordered list 
of points p 1 < · · · < Pr of R(M) such that: 

(iiia) Pr ~ Prx. 
(iiib) For every path {c0 , Ci,- .. , er} of[!)>, the function hm is compatible with the 

partition pici 1) at the point Pi, i = 1, ... , r. 

(iiic) r ~ max{QC-1,0}. 

(iiid) For every class c = {(h(l), hi<I>o• ai<I>o), ... , (hcd>• hi<d>o• aiCdJo)} EPr, the cor
responding input lists satisfy u(i(l))]:+-1 = u(i(2))]:+-1 = · · · = u(id))]:+-1• 

Proof of Lemma 3.3.1: Part (i) of the Lemma is a direct consequence of the definition 
of the sequence {Pk}, whereas (ii) follows from the fact that the family M is finite. 
Furthermore, since Pk= Prx for all k ~ QC, and since Pr~ Prx, (iiid) holds. 

To prove the remaining parts of the Lemma, let µ(i) be the monitored sequence 
generated by the monitoring function hm when the model (h, hio• aiO) is active and 
receiving the input sequence u(i). then, µ(i) serves as the input sequence of the strictly 
causal controller C. Denoter:= max{QC-1,0}. For each integer kE{O, ... , r}, let nk be 
the partition of M induced by the equivalence relation µii) = µii'), i, i' E {O, ... , q}. 
Applying the meet operation on the list {nk}~_0, we create the partitions 

Ili := /\k-o, ... ,i nk, j = 0, ... , r 

A slight reflection shows that Ili is the partition of M created by the equivalence 
relation µ(i)]t = µ(i')]t, i,i' E{l, ... , q}, and M ~ II 0 ~ .. ·~II,. But then, since the 
controller C is strictly causal and generates the sequence u(i) in response to the 
sequence µ(i), we must have 

(3.3.3) 

for all j ~ 1. We distinguish now between two cases. 
When QC= 0, all sequences u(l), ... , u(q) generated by the controller Care equal (i.e. 

it is an open loop controller), and~= M. We then set [!J> := {M}, and (iiia), (iiic) are 
valid. 
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When ix~ 1, let (sii), xii)) be the status of the model u;,, hiO' aw) at the step 
k ~ 0, when driven by its input sequence u(i). Using (3.3.2), we conclude that for every 
class ck = {(h(l), hi(l)o' ai(l)o), ... ' (h(a)' hi(a)O' ai(a)o)} E Ilk, the corresponding input 
sequences satisfy u(i(l))]~ = u(i(2))]~ = · · · = u(i(a))]~. Denote 

u/ck) := u/i(l)) = u/i(2)) = · · · = u(i(a)), 
and set 

x(ck) := ((sil), xil)), (si2), xi2)), ... , (siq), xiq)), uick)) 

k = 0, ... , r. Then, since µii) = hm(sii) LJuii)), it follows by the construction of the 
partitions {nk}1-o and {Jlk}1-o that hm is compatible with any path {c0 , ••• , c1} of 
{M ~ Il 1 ~ • • • ~ Il 1 } at the points x(c0) < x(c 1) < x(c 2) < · · · < x(c 1) E R(M). 

Finally, set f!/J := {M ~ Jl 0 ~ • • • ~ Il 1
}. Then, (iii a) and (iiib) hold, with 

Pt:=x(ct), i= O, ... ,r. D 

Proof of Theorem 3.3.1: Assume first that there are a monitoring function 
hm: SA--+ L1 and a strictly causal controller C that steer E to its target tail set T. Lemma 
3.3. l then applies, and part (ii) of the Theorem follows directly from the Lemma. 

The converse direction of the proof is given by the Controller Design Algorithm 
3.3.1 below. D 

We now provide an algorithm for the design of controllers that steer an interpreter 
having multiple potential models to its target tail set. A qualitative explanation of the 
way the algorithm operates was provided earlier, subsequent to the statement of 
Theorem 3.3.1. 

Algorithm 3.3.1 - The controller design algorithm: 

Assume that Part (ii) of Theorem 3.3.1 is valid, and use the notation of the 
theorem. A strictly causal controller C that steers E to its target tail set is then obtained 
as follows. 

The case m = 0 

Use open loop control (see Proposition 3.2.1). Assign to the controller Ca single 
output sequence that steers the family M from its initial status to a point of T(M). 
Then, continue the controller sequence to infinity with an appropriate sequence given 
by the input sequence of a periodic element of (e 1 , ... , eq)u. 

The case m ~ 1 

Use the function h: SA--+L1 as the monitoring function (the derivation of monitoring 
functions is discussed in Corollary 3.3.1 and in §4.2 below). The controller is then 
designed through the following iterative procedure. 

Step 0. At the initial step, it is ( only) known that the active model of E belongs to the 
family M. Set k0 := 0. 

Step 1. Assume the controller Chas reached a step kt ~ 0, where i ~ 0 is an integer, 
and that the following conditions hold. 

(1 a) Along the way, the controller has identified a descending list 

of subsets of M to which the active model belongs, where ci E Pi ci_1), j = 1, ... , i- 1. 
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(I b) Let u~t be an input list that steers the entire family M of potential models of 
E to the point Pi, while passing through the points a 0 , p1 , ••• , pi-1 along the way. Assign 
this input list as the output list of the controller Cup to the step ki. (Such an input list 
exists since a 0 < P1 <···<Pm). 

Step 2. Denote 

Pi = ((sJl), xJl)), (sJ2), xJ2)), ... , (sJq), xJq)), uk) 

and let {(.!;<1>' hi<I>o' am>o), ... , (J;<d>' hi<d>o' ai<d>o)} be the class ci_1• Set the controller C to 
determine the class ciEpJci _1) to which the active model belongs, by checking the 
monitored values 

corresponding to the members of ci_1 . This is possible, since the monitoring function 
h is compatible with the partition A(ci _1) at the point Pi (Theorem 3.3.1) (iia)), and 
since by (1 a) the active model is known to belong to the class ci_1. 

Step 3. Iterate Steps 1 and 2 for i = 1, ... ,m. 

Step 4. After the iteration for i = m, we obtain a class cm c M that satisfies condition 
(iib) of Theorem 3.3.1, and to which the active model must belong. By Corollary 3.1.1, 
there is then a periodic input sequence u'f: in the joint target tail of the class cm that 
steers all members of cm to their respectiv~ target tail sets. Assign then u'f: as the tail 
of the sequence generated by the controller C. This completes the controller design. 

We comment that the controller constructed in the algorithm is strictly causal, 
since at each step ki, i = 1, ... , m, the output values of the controller for the steps 
k1 + 1, ki + 2, ... , ki+l are determined from the monitored values for the steps 0, ... , ki. 

It is interesting to note that the controller C, which steers E to its target tail set, 
performs control and identification processes that are interrelated. The controller 
generates an initial input sequence that steers E to the point p1 . At this point, the 
controller can identify a class c1 that contains the active model. Then, C steers the 
interpreter to the point p2 , to make possible the identification of the class c2 • This 
process of successive control and identification steps is continued up to the point where 
the active model is identified to within the class cm. More accurate identification of the 
active model is then not necessary, since all members of cm can be driven to their 
respective target tail sets by the same input list. An algorithm that yields the points 
p1, ... ,Pm ER(M) is described in §4 below. 

We conclude this section with a preliminary discussion of the selection of the 
function h of Theorem 3.3.l(ii), which, as we have seen in Algorithm 3.3.1, serves as 
the monitoring function. Elementary algebraic considerations show that compatibility 
with any function h: SA--+ L1 implies compatibility with the identity function SA --+SA. 
Thus, if there is a function h that satisfies Part (ii) of Theorem 3.3.1, then the identity 
function SA --+SA will satisfy the same conditions, with the same partition chain f!/'(M) 
and the same points p1, ..• ,Pm· 

The identity function SA--+ SA provides the most detailed feedback information 
possible, as it detects and identifies at each step every element of the medium. This is, 
of course, done at the expense of the highest measurement burden. Nevertheless, the 
identity function provides a concrete example of a monitoring function. We emphasize 
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that, in many cases, it is possible to use a monitoring function that requires fewer 
measurements than required by the identity function. The set of all possible monitoring 
functions is derived in §4 below. We summarize the discussion of the last two 
paragraphs in the following corollary. 

Corollary 3.3.1: Let J::D-+S(SJ be a bounded interpreter, having the family M of 
potential models, and the target tail set T. Then, there is a function h: SA -+-LI that 
satisfies Part (ii) of Theorem 3.3.1 if and only if the identity function SA-+ SA satisfies the 
same. 

Finally, we comment that an analogue of Theorem 3.3.1 can be stated in terms of 
the jointly controllable set C(M), rather than in terms of the jointly reachable set 
R(M). This would be similar to the connection between Propositions 3.2.1 and 3.2.3, 
and is omitted here. 

4. Computation and the monitoring function 

The present section concentrates on the development of computational algorithms. 
These algorithms determine whether or not a control objective can be achieved; and 
when the control objective is achievable, they help characterize all possible monitoring 
functions. Appropriate controllers are then obtained via the controller design 
algorithm 3.3.1. We start with some basics. 

4.1. Common divisors and the search algorithm 

Consider a sequence uE S(SA) and a (finite or infinite) non-empty list 

1 = 0-o, ... , An) E (S Ar+l. 
We say that A is a left divisor of u of u~ = A. The length Ill of the divisor A is simply the 
number of elements in its list, i.e. Ill = n + 1 in the present case. 

Given two sequences u, v E S(SA), we say that A is a common left divisor of u and 
v if u~ = v~ = A. More generally, A is a common left divisor of a set S c S(S A) whenever 
A is a left divisor of every element of S. 

A list A is a longest common left divisor of two sequences u, v E S(S A) if A is a 
common left divisor of u and v, and if the length of A is not less than the length of any 
common left divisor of u and v. A longest common left divisor for a subset S c S(S A) 
is defined analogously. 

It is easy to see that any two sequences u, v E S(S A) that have a common left divisor, 
have a unique longest common left divisor. The longest common left divisor of u and 
v is of infinite length if and only if u = v. 

Using common left divisors, we induce an equivalence relation Lon the set S(SA) 
by writing uLv whenever the two sequences u, vES(SA) have a common left divisor. 

Next, let S(l), S(2), ... , S(q) c S(SA) be a family of non-empty subsets of sequences. 
A comb of the family {S(i)}r=1 is any set x c S(SA) of sequences that contains exactly 
one sequence from each one of the sets S(l), ... , S(q). 

Consider now a bounded interpreter J;: D-+ S(S A) having the family 

M = {(!1, h10, 0"10), · · ·, (J:i, hqo, O"qo)} 

of potential models, and let ~ be the target tail set associated with the 
model u;, hiO' O"w), i = 1, ... , q. As before, J;i: D-+ S(SA) is the interpreter induced by 
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the model (J;,, hi0 , aw), and T(J:i u) is the complete tail set of the output sequence 
J:i u. Let /(J:i) c D be the set of all ultimately periodic input sequences u ED for 
which T(J:i u) n I; =4= 0. In other words, 1(1:i) consists of all ultimately periodic input 
sequences that steer J:i to its target tail set. We call /(J:i) the set of successful input 
sequences of the potential model J:t of 1:. 

Clearly, if any of the potential models 1:1, .•• , J:q of J: has an empty set 1(1:J of 
successful input sequences, then it is impossible to steer J; to its target tail set. 
Therefore, we shall assume throughout that all potential models have non-empty 
successful input sets. 

The computation of the set /(J:i) can be performed in status space, using the notions 
introduced in§ 3.1. First, find the set of all input lists that steer the recursion function 
J;, to its own target point set T({J;,, hi0 , aw}). This can be accomplished through the 
solution of a system of linear algebraic equations, as described by Eilenberg (1974, 
Chapter 7, §6). Then, augment these input lists with their periodic counterparts in the 
target tail et of the model (J;,, hi0 , aw). 

A preliminary indication of the relevance of the notion of a comb is provided by 
the following statement, which follows directly from the definitions. 

Proposition 4.1.1: Let 1:: D-+ S(SA) be a bounded interpreter having the family M of 
q potential models and the target tail set T. Assume there are a monitoring function hm 
and a strictly causal autonomous controller C that steer J: to its target tail set. Let 
u(i) ED be the sequence generated by the controller C when model number i of M is 
active, and let 1(1:i) be the set of all successful input sequences of potential model number 
i. Then, the list {u(l), ... , u(q)} forms a comb of the class {/(J:i)}i- i· 

We can now state the following criterion that determines whether or not an 
interpreter J; can be steered to its target tail set by an open loop controller. 

Proposition 4.1.2: Let 1:: D -+ S(SA) be a bounded interpreter having the family 
M = {J:1, ... , J:q} of potential models, and the target tail set T. Let I(J:i} be the set of 
successful input sequences of potential model number i. Then, the following are equivalent. 

(i) J; can be steered to its target tail set by an open loop controller. 

(ii) The class {/(J:i)}r_1 has a comb X whose elements have a common left divisor of 
infinite length. 

Proof: Let T(M) be the point target set of the family M, and let R(M) be 
its jointly reachable set. A slight reflection shows that (ii) is valid if and only if 
T(M) n R(M) =4= 0. But then, the present proposition follows by Proposition 
3.2.1. [] 

The criterion for open loop control described in Proposition 4.1.2 simply involves 
a search for a sequence that is common to all the sets /(1: 1), ... , 1(1:q); i.e. for a member 
of the intersection /(J: 1) n · · · n I(I:q). Since all involved sequences become periodic 
after a finite number of steps, it is seen that this criterion involves a finite search, and 
can be implemented on a digital computer. Of course, for cases where the criterion 
holds, the control objective can be achieved without the use of a monitoring function. 

We turn now to a discussion of the general case of feedback control. We provide 
a computational algorithm that determines whether or not the control objective can be 
achieved by feedback control. In the notation introduced in this subsection, the 
algorithm qualitatively functions as follows. 
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First, select a comb x of the class {/(Ei)}r_1 • Compare the initial segments of the 
sequences of x element by element to determine whether they have a common left 
divisor. If there is no common left divisor, choose another comb; if none of the combs 
of {/(EiHr 1 has a common left divisor, then control of Eis impossible. This is due to 
the strict causality of the controller C, which implies that all sequences generated by 
C must have the same initial value. 

If the sequences of x have a common left divisor, let a 1• 1 be their longest common 
left divisor. Assign a1,1 as the output list of the controller C for the steps 
0, 1, ... , la1 • 1I - 1. This list is appropriate for all models of the family M, irrespective 
of which one is active. If la1,1I = oo, we obtain in this way an open loop controller C, 
completing the process. Otherwise, if la1,1I =t= oo, proceed as follows. 

Delete the initial segment a1,1 from all sequences of X, and denote by x1 the 
resulting family of sequences. Using the equivalence relation L on Xi, induce a 
partition P1 of the family M of potential models of E, by grouping into each class of 
P1 all models whose corresponding sequences in Xi have a common left divisor. Then, 
all models that belong to the same class of P1 require the same input value at the step 
la1.1I; and models from different classes of P1 require different input values at this 
step. 

Thus, at the step la1 •1l, the input value that C must generate varies, depending 
on the class of P1 to which the active model belongs. In other words, since C is strictly 
causal, it must be possible by the step la1.1I - 1 to determine to which class of P1 the 
active model belongs. 

This determination must be made based on the monitored values for the steps 
0, ... , la1.1 l-1; Clearly, the latter is possible if and only if such determination can be 
made based on the medium values for these steps, since the monitored values are 
determined by the medium values through the monitoring function. 

Let µo(i), µ 1 (i), ... , µ 1
r1.

1 1
1-1 (i) be the medium list for steps 0, ... , la1.1I, obtained when 

model number i E { 1, ... , q} is driven by the input list a 1 1 from its initial status aw. Use 
the equivalence relationµ~d- 1 (i) = µ~1• 11-1 (}), i,jE{l,' ... , q}, to induce a partition P,,,1 

of the family M of potential models. Each class of ~. 1 consists of all potential models 
whose medium lists µ~i.il- 1 (·)are identical. A slight reflection shows then that the class 
of P1 to which the active model belongs can be identified by a strictly causal controller 
if and only if P,,.1 ~ P1 . 

The complete algorithm is listed next. It iterates the process just described, one 
single step at a time. 

Algorithm 4.1.1 - The search algorithm: 
Let E: D -+ S(SA) be a bounded interpreter having the family 

M = {(/1, h10, a10), · · ·, (fq, hqo• aqo)} = {E1, · · ·, Eq} 

of potential models, and let T be the target tail set of E. Recall that R(M) is the jointly 
reachable set of the family M. Denote by I(Ei) the set of successful input sequences of 
the model Ei, i = 1, ... , q, and let x = {u(l), ... , u(q)} be a comb of the class {(EJ}f_1. 
The algorithm computes two partition chains of the family M. 
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Step 0. If the sequences of x do not have a common left divisor, choose a different 
comb X, and return to Step 0. If a comb with a common left divisor cannot be found, 
terminate the algorithm. 

Step l. Let oc1. 1 be the longest left divisor of the sequences of X· Clearly, oc1 . 1 is either 
of infinite length, or of finite length. 

Step 2. If loc1. 11 = oo, set 
Pl'(x) := [M] 

i.e. the chain consisting only of the entire family M. Terminate the algorithm. An open 
loop controller is possible. 

Step 3. If loc1 , 1I < OCJ, set P0 :=Mand ~,.o := M. The initial condition vector a0 =: a 0 , 1 

of the family M and the comb x =: Xo are associated with the partition Po· Finally, 
set Po, 1 := (a0 , oc1 . 1] 0), where oc1 , 1] 0 is the initial element of the list oc1, 1 • Note that 
Po, 1 E R(M), the jointly reachable set of the family M. 

Step 4. Computation of the input partition. 
In preparation for a recursion, assumed that a partition P, of the family Mis given 

for some integer r ~ 0. In this step we compute a partition P,+1 of M, based on 
properties of the sequences of the comb X· 

Initial conditions. Let P, = {c1, ... , ct} be the given partition, where t := # P,, and let 
en = {.Ei<I>• ... , .Ei<n>}, n = l, ... , t. With each class en E P, there is associated a vector 
ar,n E JIM R(M) and a class of sequences Xn = {v(i(l)), ... , v(i(n))}. Here, v(i(j)) is a tail 
of that sequence of x that belongs to I(.Ei<i>), so that exactly one element of Xn is 
associated with each model of en- Finally, with each class en E P,, there is associated a 
point Pr, n E R(M). 

The Step. Using the equivalence relation L, create a partition of the class Xn, and let 
,n,l• ... ',n,j(n) be the disjoint sets of this partition. Since ,n,i C Xn, each element of ,n,i 
is a tail of a successful input sequence of one of the members of en. Let cn,i be the subset 
of en that consists of all models whose input sequence tails belong to ,n. i• i = l, ... , j(n ). 
Clearly, {en, 1, ••• , cn.i<n>} forms a partition of the class en. 

Let P,+1 be the partition of M that consists of the classes 

cn,i,n = 1, ... , t, i = l, ... ,j(n). 

We call P,+1 an input partition, since it is induced by the input sequences that belong 
to the comb X· 

Next, let cxn,i be the longest common left divisor of the sequences of ~n,i• and set 

P(r+ 1) := min {locnm), n = l, ... , t, i = l, ... ,j(n)} 

Letxn,i be the set of sequences obtained when the first element is deleted from each one 
of the sequences of ,n.i• n = l, ... , t, i = l, ... , i(n). 

Next, start the family M of models at the status vector ar n, and apply the 
( common) input value °'n. a0, the first element of an, i' to all model;. Let 

(Jr+l,n,iEJIM R(M) 

be the resulting status vector. Finally, each class cn,i of P,+1 is associated with the 
vector ar+1,n,iEIIMR(M); with the class of sequences Xn,i; and with the vector 
Pn,i := (ar,n• an,ilo) ER(M). 
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Step 5. Computation of the medium partition. 

For recursion purposes, assume that a partition J>,,,r of the family M of potential 
models is given. In this step we compute a partition Pµ,r+1 of M. 

As any vector of the jointly reachable set, the vector Pr. n E R(M) of Step 4 
determines the medium values µi(r, n), ... , µq(r, n) of all models in M, through the 
direct union of the corresponding internal and input values. 

Let en be a class of the partition J>,., as in Step 4. Denote by n(r, n) the partition 
induced on en by the equivalence relation µe(r, n) = µ.,lr, n), where e and r are 
integers representing models 1:e, IT E en-Let JI(r, n) := {n(r, n), en} be the partition of M 
created by n(r, n) and the complement en of en in M. Define the partition 

J',i,r+l := [/\n=l, ... ,tJI(r,n)] A l',i,r 

which, being created by the medium values, is called the medium partition. 

Step 6. Verification. If J>,,, r+1 ~ P,.+1, continue; otherwise, terminate the algorithm, 
choose a different comb X of{/ (I:i)n_ 1, and return to Step 0. 

Step 7. Termination. If P(r) = P(r+ 1) = oo, terminate the algorithm; otherwise, 
return to Step 4. Termination at the present step indicates the existence of a 
monitoring function-controller combination that steers 1: to its target tail set. 

When the algorithm terminates at Steps 2 or 7, it generates a chain of partitions 

.?J(x) := {M ~ P1 ~ P2 ~ ••• ~ Ps} (4.1.1) 

of the family M of potential models of 1:. Furthermore, for every path 

M ~cl~ C2 ~ •. "~cs of PJ(x), 

it generates a list of points 
(4.1.2) 

that consists of the points Pr,n of Step 4, that have been renamed and renumbered here 
for future use. 

Note that, for a bounded interpreter, the search algorithm involves only a finite 
number of search and comparison steps, and is implementable on a digital computer. 
The search algorithm facilitates the computation of all critical quantities needed for 
the solution of the control problem for the interpreter 1:. First we show that it can be 
used to determine whether control is possible or not. 

Theorem 4.1.1: Let 1:: D-+ S(SA) be a bounded interpreter having the class 
M = {1:1 , .•. , 1:q} of potential models and the target tail set T. Let {I(l:i)n_ 1 be the class 
of successful input sequences for the family M. Then, the following are equivalent. 

(i) There are a monitoring function and a strictly causal controller that steer 1: to its 
target tail set. 

(ii) The class {/(1:i)}f_ 1 has a comb xfor which the Search Algorithm 4.1.1 terminates 
at Steps 2 or 7. 

Proof: Assume that the search algorithm (4.1.1) terminates at Steps 2 or 7, and let 
&'(x) and w0 < w1 < ··· < W 8 be given by (4.1.1) and (4.1.2). Then, in view of Step 6 of 
the algorithm and the construction of the partitions P,i, r and J>,., it follows that part (ii) 
of Theorem 3.3.1 is valid for the partition PJ(M) := PJ(x ), with the list of points 
{p1 <···<Pm}:= {w 0 < w 1 < ··· < W8 }, and with the function h being taken as the 
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identity function SA SA. Part (i) of Theorem 4.1.1 follows directly from 
Theorem 3.3.1. 

We turn now to the converse direction of the theorem. First, let x be a comb for 
which the search algorithm terminates at Steps O or 6. Taking into account the 
definition of the partitions ~,. r and P,., this implies that the sequences of x cannot be 
generated by a strictly causal controller C, while using the identity function SA--+ SA as 
the monitoring function. 

Assume now that part (ii) of the theorem does not hold; i.e. there is no comb x of 
the class {J(.LJ}f =1 for which the search algorithm terminates at Steps 2 or 7. Then, for 
every such comb X, the algorithm terminates at Steps O or 6. Combining the previous 
paragraph with Proposition 4.1.1, it follows then that there is no strictly causal 
controller C that steers the interpreter I to its target tail set, while using the identity 
function SA--+ SA as the monitoring function. In view of Corollary 3.3.1, this implies 
that part (i) of the theorem does not hold, and our proof concludes. D 

As the first part of the proof indicates, the search algorithm, when terminating at 
Steps 2 or 7, provides all the data necessary for the construction of a controller that 
steers I to its target tail set, using the identity function SA--+ SA as the monitoring 
function. Clearly, one such set of data is obtained for every comb x for which the 
search algorithm terminates at Steps 2 or 7. 

To summarize, a solution to the problem of controlling the interpreter I is 
obtained by performing the search algorithm 4.1.1, and then using the data it generntes 
to perform the controller design algorithm 3.3.1. So far however, we have concentrated 
mostly on the case where the monitoring function hm is taken as the identity function 
SA--+ SA, a choice that requires the largest number of measurements. Nevertheless, the 
search algorithm 4.1.1 provides the means to find all possible monitoring functions, as 
discussed in the next subsection. Once all possible monitoring functions are known, 
the simplest one can be selected, and an appropriate controller is then obtained 
through the controller design algorithm 3.3.1. 

4.2. Characterizing all possible monitoring functions 

We start by inducing a partial order on the set of partition chains. Let 

p = {M ~ P1 ~ ... ~ Pm} 

and P' = {M ~ P~ ~ ··· ~ P~} be two partition chains of the same family M. The 
integer mis called the length of the partition P. We say that the chain Pis.finer than 
the chain P' (written P ~ P') if~~ P; forall i = 1, ... , min {m, k}, and if Pm~ P~ when 
m < k. When Pis finer than P', we also say that P' is coarser than P. The fact that the 
family M consists of a finite number of elements implies the following. 

Proposition 4.2.1: Let P be a partition chain of a finite family M, and let r ~ 0 be an 
integer. There is then a.finite number of partition chains of M that are coarser (or finer) 
than P, among all partition chains of length not exceeding r. 

Let I::D ->S(SA) be a bounded interpreter having the family M of q potential 
models and the target tail set T. Let p0 < p1 < · · · < Pm E R(M), be a list of points, where 
R(M) is the jointly reachable set of the family M. In terms of individual coordinates, 
write 
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i = 0, ... , m. The pair (sl}), xii)) is then the status of model number}, and all models 
share the common input value ui. 

Now, let h: SA-+ L1 be a function, and, for each i E {O, ... , m}, let~ be the partition 
of M induced by the equivalence relation h(sl}) lJ ui) = h(sl}') lJ ui), where 
j,j' E{l, ... , q} correspond to model numbers in M . Define 

Pih, p7;) := 1\-o, ... ,k ~ 

k = 0, ... , m. In this way we obtain a partition chain 

PJ(h,p1;) := {M ~ p 0(h,p7?:) ~ ··· ~ Pm(h,p7;)} (4.2.1) 

which clearly depends on the function hand on the points p0 < p1 <···~Pm· 
As before, given a class cc M, we denote by pih,p7;) (c) the partition induced on 

the class c; i.e. letting pih,p~n) = {d1, ... , dn}, the partition pih,p7;) (c) consists of all 
non-empty sets c n dt, i = 1, ... ,n. We can now characterize all possible monitoring 
functions. 

Theorem 4.2.1: Let E: D-+ S(SA) be a bounded interpreter, having the family 
M = {E 1, . .• , Eq} of potential models and the target tail set T. Let {/(Ei)}Y_1 be the class 
of successful input sequences of the f amity M. Then, statements (i) and (ii) below are 
equivalent. 

(i) The function h: SA-+ L1 can be used as a monitoring function for E. 

(ii) There is a comb x of the class {I(EtHr=i for which the search algorithm 4.1.1 
terminates at Steps 2 or 7, and the following holds in the notation of the algorithm. 

For every path M ~ c1 ~ c2 ~ • • • ~ C6 of the partition chain 

Pl (x) = {M ~ P1 ~ .. · ~ Ps}, 

the corresponding list of points w 0 < w 1 < · · · < W 8 E R(M) satisfies 

pih,w~)(ck) ~ Pk+l(ck), k = O, ... ,s-1. 

Proof: Let x = {u(l), ... , u(q)} be the comb of part (ii) of Theorem 4.2.1, and denote 
by µ(Et, h) the monitoring sequence generated when Et is the active model and his the 
monitoring function. In view of Theorem 4.1.1, a slight reflection shows that the 
present condition (ii) is equivalent to the following statement. There exists a strictly 
causal map C: S(L1)-+ S(SA) that performs the assignment µ(Et, h) 1-+ u(i), i = 1, ... , q. 
Clearly, the strictly causal map C is the same as a strictly causal controller C. Thus, 
condition (ii) is equivalent to the suitability of h as a monitoring function. D 

Condition (ii) of Theorem 4.2.1 simply amounts to replacing the identity 
monitoring fuaction by the function h in the search algorithm 4.1.1. This replacement 
affects only Step 6 of the algorithm, where the condition P,1,r+i ~ ~+1 is replaced by the 
similar condition 

(4.2.2) 

A function h: SA-+ L1 can be used as a monitoring function if and only if the search 
algorithm so modified terminates at Steps 2 or 7. 

Thus, the class of all possible monitoring functions can be obtained while executing 
the (modified) search algorithm (4.1.1). A convenient monitoring function is then 
selected based on the real-time measurements it requires. Once the monitoring 
function has been selected, the controller design algorithm (3.3.1) yields an appropriate 
controller. 
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